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09 july 2010 Paris 11-Introduction
2-An AFNOR normalization in a fair trade market: 
advantages and limits
3-An international normalization and harmonization 
guideline
4- Conclusion
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◦ Norms according to ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization) and AFNOR
◦ Normalization in a fair trade market
` Main interests
◦ Development of normalization  based on social quality (case of 
the fair trade market)
◦ Interest in norms and their impact
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09 july 2010 Paris 3` Why the AFNOR normalization? The necessity of the 
AFNOR normalization
- Social labels such as a fair trade label.
- Lack of information or knowledge about social labels for 
consumers.
- Development of the labelling systems (normalization process), 
risks of non-comprehension for consumers.
- An AFNOR normalization
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09 july 2010 Paris 4` What is AFNOR? Consequences of the AFNOR 
normalization in a fair trade market 
- AFNOR : French Association of Normalization.
- An private and public association, law, and government 
member (on quarter).
- 2002: Fair trade norms created by AFNOR .
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09 july 2010 Paris 5` What is AFNOR? Consequences of the AFNOR 
normalization in a fair trade market 
- Collaboration with different actors: fair trade association (Max 
Havelaar), supermarket ( Carrefour), industries (the union of 
the textile industries).
- 2005: Elaboration of a document, an agreement: «Accord 
AFNOR AC X50-340 : commerce équitable ».
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09 july 2010 Paris 6` What is AFNOR? Consequences of the AFNOR 
normalization in a fair trade market 
- Deseagreement of some actors (non participation of the 
developing countries to the decision making).
- 2006: publication by AFNOR of the first text on fair trade.
- Three principles of the fair trade concept according to the 
AFNOR normalization : 
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09 july 2010 Paris 7` What is AFNOR? Consequences of the AFNOR 
normalization in a fair trade market 
- Equilibrium of the commercial relationship (fair minimum 
price for producer, respect of the social and environmental 
rules).
- To lead producers to be implicated in a fair trade market.
- To inform and sensibilize public.
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09 july 2010 Paris 8` International Standard Organization (ISO) and the fair 
trade concept
- Finance: members’s participation (75%), for sales of the 
product and publication (25%). 
- ISO:  principal private actor at the international level, is 
composed by national organization of normalization (private 
and public).
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09 july 2010 Paris 9` International Standard Organization (ISO) and the fair 
trade concept
- Norms ISO: ISO 9000, 14000
- In collaboration with AFNOR, ISO published the document 
« SD 21000 » related to  norms focused on social 
responsibility of the enterprises. 
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09 july 2010 Paris 10` International Standard Organization (ISO) and the fair 
trade concept
- In 2003, the ISO works within the framework of AFNOR to 
pubish the booklet of documentation “SD 21000”. 
- But in January 2006, only one small booklet of documentation 
entitled “Agreement AFNOR AC X50-340” was released.
- In France, on May 15, 2007 the law established a National 
Commission of Equitable trade, with the decree n° 2007-986.
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09 july 2010 Paris 11` Compared to the substantive law (public standards), the 
development of this software law (soft right, private 
standards) raises the question about the risk of weakening 
of the standard through privatization.
` Guidelines to innovate and succeed  
- To consider legal environment changes and environmental 
uncertainty
- To harmonize the legal instruments in the different countries.
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Questions?
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